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HSC Ancient History
This comprehensive study guide covers everytopic in
the last two sect ions of the HSC Ancient History
course and has been specifically created to maximise
exam success. This guide has been designed to meet
all stud y needs, providing up-to-date information in
an easy-to-use format. This is the second of the two
new Ancient History study guides. E xcel Ancient
History Book 2 contains: a chapter on eve ry topic
available in the last two sections of the HSC course:
Section I II - Personalities in their Times, and Section
IV - Historical Periods an introductory section on how
to use the book, with an explanat ion of exam
requirements revision questions in each chapter wit h
answers and guidelines comprehensive bibliography
and further reading lists key terms defined in each
chapter, plus a glossa ry of terms cross-referencing
between chapters for further info rmation Also
available is Excel Ancient History B ook 1 which
covers comprehensive coverage of Sections I and II of
the HS C course: Section I - Personalities in the Times
and Section II - Ancien t Societies.
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Microsoft Excel Function Reference
Although recognized as a key to the design process,
prototyping often falls victim to budget cuts,
deadlines, or lack of access to sophisticated tools.
This can lead to sloppy and ineffective prototypes or
the abandonment of them altogether. Rather than
lose this important step, people are turning to
Microsoft Excel® to create effective, simple, and
inexpensive prototypes. Conveniently, the software is
available to nearly everyone, and most are proficient
in its basic functionality. Effective Prototyping with
Excel offers how-to guidance on how everyone can
use basic Excel skills to create prototypes - ranging
from narrative wire frames to hi-fidelity prototypes. A
wide array of software design problems and business
demands are solved via practical step-by-step
examples and illustrations. Step-by-step guide to
prototyping with a simple and affordable tool nearly
everyone already has on their desktop Quickly and
easily allows web and software designers to explore
usability, design alternatives, and test theories prior
to starting production Perfect companion to Effective
Prototyping for Software Makers - with the same
author team and full-color treatment, useful case
studies, and hands-on exercises

Exploring Microsoft Excel 2000
A "hands-on" guide to applied equity analysis and
portfolio management From asset allocation to
modeling the intrinsic value of a stock, Applied Equity
Analysis and Portfolio Management + Online Video
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Course offers readers a solid foundation in the
practice of fundamental analysis using the same tools
and techniques as professional investors. Filled with
real-world illustrations and hands-on applications,
Professor Weigand's learning system takes a rigorous,
empirical approach to topics such as analyzing the
macro-finance environment, sector rotation, financial
analysis and valuation, assessing a company's
competitive position, and reporting the performance
of a stock portfolio. Unlike typical books on this
subject—which feature chapters to read and exercises
to complete—this resource allows readers to actively
participate in the learning experience by completing
writing exercises and manipulating interactive
spreadsheets that illustrate the principles being
taught. The learning system also features
instructional videos that demonstrate how to use the
spreadsheet models and excerpts from the author's
blog, which are used to depict additional examples of
the analysis process. Along the way, it skillfully
outlines an effective approach to creating and
interpreting outputs typically associated with a topdown money management shop — including a
macroeconomic forecasting newsletter, detailed stock
research reports, and a portfolio performance
attribution analysis. Covers topics including active
and passive money management, fundamental
analysis and portfolio attribution analysis Companion
streaming videos show how to use free online data to
create yourown analyses of key economic indicators,
individual stocks, and stock portfolios A valuable
resource for universities who have applied equity
analysis and portfolio management courses Practical
and up-to-date, the book is an excellent resource for
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those with a need for practical investment expertise.

MOS 2013 Study Guide for Microsoft
Excel Expert
In this third edition of a text for students in business,
management, economics, and social and life sciences,
Tan (Stonehill College) provides 150 new application
exercises, plus step-by-step instructions, examples,
and problems using Excel and numerous graphing
calculator screens. Material has been added on the
algebra of functions, functions and mathematical
models, and analyzing mathematical models, and a
chapter on the mathematics of finance has been
strengthened with new real-life applications.
Annotation (c)2003 Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
(booknews.com).

MOS 2010 Study Guide for Microsoft
Word Expert, Excel Expert, Access, and
SharePoint Exams
This study guide contains full coverage of the new
HSC Mathematics General 2 course.

Intermediate Accounting, Volume 2
Update
Advance your expert-level proficiency with Excel. And
earn the credential that proves it! Demonstrate your
expert-level competency with Microsoft Excel!
Designed to help you practice and prepare for
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Microsoft Office Specialist: Microsoft Excel Expert
(Excel and Excel 2019) certification, this official Study
Guide delivers: In-depth preparation for each MOS
objective Detailed procedures to help build the skills
measured by the exam Hands-on tasks to practice
what you’ve learned Ready-made practice files
Sharpen the skills measured by these objectives:
Manage Workbook Options and Settings Manage and
Format Data Create Advanced Formulas and Macros
Manage Advanced Charts and Tables About the MOS:
Expert Certification A Microsoft Office Specialist
(MOS): Expert certification validates your hands-on
experience and competency with an Office product at
an expert level. It demonstrates that you can apply
the product’s principal features at an advanced level,
can complete expert tasks independently, and are
ready to enter the job market. See full details at:
microsoft.com/learn Practice Files Available at:
MicrosoftPressStore.com/
MOSExcelExpert201/downloads

MCSD Visual C++ 6 Distributed
Applications Study Guide
Validate your expertise and get the attention of
employers with Microsoft Office Specialist
certification. This comprehensive guide is what you
need to prepare for certification in Excel 2003, both
the Specialist and Expert levels. Carefully planned by
a seasoned Microsoft Office Specialist instructor, this
invaluable study guide uses real-world scenarios to
teach the full range of Excel 2003 skills you need-not
only to prepare for the certification exams, but also to
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increase your ability and productivity in the
workplace. Covering twenty-four Specialist exam
objectives and thirty-three Expert exam objectives,
the book progresses through the functions and
features of Excel software. Even entry-level Excel
users can rapidly build their skills. Excel 2003
Specialist Certification Skill Sets * Creating Data and
Content * Analyzing Data * Formatting Data and
Content * Collaborating * Managing Workbooks Excel
2003 Expert Certification Skill Sets * Organizing and
Analyzing Data * Formatting Data and Content *
Collaborating * Managing Data and Workbooks *
Customizing Excel Plus, you'll find additional career
preparation tools, including: * Solutions for real-world
scenarios * Structured learning for quick productivity
* Full glossary of terms Go to
www.sybex.com/go/mosexcel2003 for downloadable
sample files from the exercises in the book. Practice
what you've learned on your own. Visit
www.sybex.com for all of your professional
certification needs.

Study Guide for Practical Statistics for
Educators
Microsoft Office XP Specialist Study
Guide
The fourth edition of the Study Guide for Practical
Statistics for Educators serves as a user-friendly and
accessible way for students to better understand the
concepts introduced in its companion textbook,
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Practical Statistics for Educators. With clear and
straightforward exercises, the workbook allows
students to reinforce their knowledge of statistics.
Most importantly, students are given the answers and
an explanation for why the correct answer is the
better than the other choices. New in this edition are
accompanying Excel exercises.

MOS 2016 Study Guide for Microsoft
Excel Expert
Go into the exams confident-and come out MOUScertified! Earning your Microsoft Office User Specialist
(MOUS) certification shows your current or future
employer that you have the skills they need. This
book helps you get those skills--by reinforcing what
you know, teaching you what you don't, and
preparing you for all the questions you'll face on the
exam. Affordable and comprehensive, the Microsoft
Office 2000 User Specialist Study Guide is the clear
choice, and the only study resource you need to
ready yourself to pass all the MOUS exams. Meet
every exam's objectives: Word 2000 * Format
characters and paragraphs * Use styles, templates,
and macros * Publish documents on the Web * Create
tables and forms * Generate a mail merge Excel 2000
* Create, modify, and print workbooks * Format
worksheets * Create charts * Audit worksheets *
Create and use templates Access 2000 * Create and
modify a database * Integrate information from other
applications * Publish Access data to the Web * Build
forms for other users * Produce reports PowerPoint
2000 * Create and modify presentations * Add textual
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and visual information * Deliver and distribute
presentations Outlook 2000 * Manage a contact list
and calendar * Send, receive, and organize e-mail *
Identify and filter spam and other unwanted e-mail *
Make Outlook work with other Office applications
FrontPage 2000 * Build and manage Web sites *
Publish Web documents from Word, Excel, and Access
* Create hyperlinks to link your site to others * Craft
your site's navigational structure using Navigation
bars PhotoDraw * Learn the PhotoDraw interface and
expansive tool set * Import artwork or create your
own graphics * Touch up and enhance photos with
designer effects * Design your own professional
images for the Web

Effective Prototyping with Excel
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. Hone your advanced Excel 2016 skills.
And earn the credential that proves it! Demonstrate
your expertise with Microsoft Excel! Designed to help
you practice and prepare for Microsoft Office
Specialist (MOS): Excel Expert 2016 certification, this
official Study Guide delivers: In-depth preparation for
each MOS objective Detailed procedures to help build
the skills measured by the exam Hands-on tasks to
practice what you’ve learned Ready-made practice
files Sharpen the skills measured by these objectives:
Create and Manage Workbooks Apply Custom
Formatting and Layouts Create Advanced Formulas
Perform Data Analysis Create Advanced Charts and
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PivotTables

Excel Science Study Guide, Years 7-8
PHR / SPHR Professional in Human
Resources Certification Study Guide
Demonstrate your expertise with Microsoft Office!
Designed to help you practice and prepare for four
Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) exams, this all-inone study guide features: Full, objective-by-objective
exam coverage Easy-to-follow procedures and
illustrations to review essential skills Hands-on
practice tasks to apply what you've learned Includes
downloadable practice files Use the in-depth exam
prep, practice, and review to help advance your
proficiency with Microsoft Office–and earn the
credential that proves it!

CWTS: Certified Wireless Technology
Specialist Official Study Guide
This bestseller has powered the careers of countless
professionals. This update to the 11th edition builds
on the book's reputation for comprehensiveness,
accuracy, and currency, incorporating all the recent
changes to the accounting literature. It integrates
numerous examples from real corporations
throughout the chapters to help readers understand
the application of accounting principles and
techniques in practice. They'll also find problems that
are modeled on the AICPA 'Simulations' - a new
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question format designed for the computerized
uniform CPA Exam. These problems prepare readers
for the exam, testing their ability to read, digest,
research and respond to both a numeric problem and
a short answer essay. This edition does NOT include
the Problem Solving Survival Guide

MOS 2013 Study Guide for Microsoft
Excel
Presents a guide to preparing for certification exams
for four Microsoft Office programs, which includes
overviews, step-by-step instructions, and practice
projects for each program.

Microsoft Office 2000 User Specialist
Study Guide
Demonstrate your expertise with Microsoft Office!
Designed to help you practice and prepare for the
2013 Excel Expert Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS)
exams, this all-in-one study guide features: Full,
objective-by-objective exam coverage Easy-to-follow
procedures and illustrations to review essential skills
Includes downloadable practice files

Measuring the User Experience
This study guide to accompany Renee Ha and James
Ha's Integrative Statistics for the Social and
Behavioral Sciences offers additional review and
practice to helpstudents succeed intheir statistics
class. Each chapter corresponds to the appropriate
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chapter in Integrative Statistics for the Social and
Behavioral Sciences and contains the following: ·
Notes to the student+ Multiple choice and shortanswer questions+ ExercisesAnswers to all questions
are also included.Studentswill also find useful study
resources on the open-access Student Study Site at
http:/www.sagepub.com/ha, including flashcards and
the datasets referenced in the book.This study
guideisalso available in a bundle with Integrative
Statistics for the Social and Behavioral Sciencesfor
just $5.00 more than the price of the stand-alone text.
Bundle ISBN: 9781452205304.

MCTS Microsoft Office SharePoint Server
2007 Configuration Study Guide
A fully updated study guide for MCTS exam 70-680
Demand for experienced, qualified Windows 7
administrators remains high. IT professionals seeking
certification in Windows 7 administration will find
everything they need to learn to pass the MCTS exam
(70-680) in this complete Sybex Study Guide.
Updated to cover the most recent version of the
exam, this comprehensive guide examines all the
exam objectives, using real-world scenarios, hands-on
exercises, and challenging review questions.
Certification in Windows 7 administration is highly
prized by IT professionals and employers; this
comprehensive study guide covers everything you
need to know to pass MCTS exam 70-680 Covers
installing, upgrading, and migrating to Windows 7;
deploying Windows 7; configuring hardware,
applications, network connectivity, access to
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resources, and mobile computing; monitoring and
maintaining systems that run Windows 7; and
configuring backup and recovery options Features
review questions, practice exams, flashcards, and
video walkthroughs This complete study guide is the
partner you need to assure your success on exam
70-680.

MCTS Microsoft Windows 7 Configuration
Study Guide, Study Guide
Advance your everyday proficiency with Excel! And
earn the credential that proves it! Demonstrate your
expertise with Microsoft Excel! Designed to help you
practice and prepare for Microsoft Office Specialist:
Excel Associate (Excel and Excel 2019) certification,
this official Study Guide delivers: In-depth preparation
for each MOS objective Detailed procedures to help
build the skills measured by the exam Hands-on tasks
to practice what you’ve learned Ready-made practice
files Sharpen the skills measured by these objectives:
Manage Worksheets and Workbooks Manage Data
Cells and Ranges Manage Tables and Table Data
Perform Operations by Using Formulas and Functions
Manage Charts About MOS A Microsoft Office
Specialist (MOS) certification validates your
proficiency with Microsoft Office programs,
demonstrating that you can meet globally recognized
performance standards. Hands-on experience with the
technology is required to successfully pass Microsoft
Certification exams.

MOS 2010 Study Guide for Microsoft
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Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook
Demonstrate your expertise with Microsoft Office!
Designed to help you practice and prepare for the
2013 Excel Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) exam,
this all-in-one study guide features: Full, objective-byobjective exam coverage Easy-to-follow procedures
and illustrations to review essential skills Hands-on
practice tasks to apply what you’ve learned Includes
downloadable practice files

Study Guide to Hide Or Seek
MOS Study Guide for Microsoft Excel
Expert Exam MO-201
The world’s most popular spreadsheet program is now
more powerful than ever, but it’s also more complex.
That’s where this Missing Manual comes in. With
crystal-clear explanations and hands-on examples,
Excel 2013: The Missing Manual shows you how to
master Excel so you can easily track, analyze, and
chart your data. You’ll be using new features like
PowerPivot and Flash Fill in no time. The important
stuff you need to know: Go from novice to ace. Learn
how to analyze your data, from writing your first
formula to charting your results. Illustrate trends.
Discover the clearest way to present your data using
Excel’s new Quick Analysis feature. Broaden your
analysis. Use pivot tables, slicers, and timelines to
examine your data from different perspectives. Import
data. Pull data from a variety of sources, including
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website data feeds and corporate databases. Work
from the Web. Launch and manage your workbooks
on the road, using the new Excel Web App. Share your
worksheets. Store Excel files on SkyDrive and
collaborate with colleagues on Facebook, Twitter, and
LinkedIn. Master the new data model. Use PowerPivot
to work with millions of rows of data. Make
calculations. Review financial data, use math and
scientific formulas, and perform statistical analyses.

Microsoft Office Specialist
NOTE: The exam this book covered, CWTS: Certified
Wireless Technology Specialist (PW0-071), was retired
by CWNP in 2017 and is no longer offered. For
coverage of the current exam CWTS, CWS, and CWT:
Exams PW0, please look for the latest edition of this
guide: CWTS, CWS, and CWT Complete Study Guide:
Exams PW0 (9781119385035). Completely updated to
cover the latest Certified Wireless Technology
Specialist exam, this best-selling guide is the only
Official Study Guide for the popular wireless
certification. This foundation-level certification is in
high demand for wireless networking professionals,
and you can master all the exam topics with this
Official guide. It covers all the exam objectives and
helps you study with hands-on exercises, chapter
review questions, an objective map, a pre-assessment
test, and additional study tools on the companion
website. The only official study guide endorsed by
CWNP Thoroughly covers all exam objectives,
including Wi-Fi Technology, Standards, and
Certifications; Hardware and Software; Radio
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Frequency (RF) Fundamentals; Site Surveying and
Installation; Applications, Support, and
Troubleshooting; and Security & Compliance Includes
hands-on exercises and real-world scenarios to
increase understanding Study aids include review
questions, glossary, objective map, sample tests, and
electronic flashcards CWTS: Certified Wireless
Technology Specialist Official Study Guide, 2nd
Edition is the study buddy that will enhance your
chances for exam success. Note: CD-ROM materials
for eBook purchases can be downloaded from
http://booksupport.wiley.com.

MOS Study Guide for Microsoft Excel
Exam MO-200
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. Advance your everyday proficiency with
Excel 2016. And earn the credential that proves it!
Demonstrate your expertise with Microsoft Excel!
Designed to help you practice and prepare for
Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS): Excel 2016 Core
certification, this official Study Guide delivers: Indepth preparation for each MOS objective Detailed
procedures to help build the skills measured by the
exam Hands-on tasks to practice what you’ve learned
Practice files and sample solutions Sharpen the skills
measured by these objectives: Create and manage
worksheets and workbooks Manage data cells and
ranges Create tables Perform operations with
formulas and functions Create charts and objects
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About MOS A Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS)
certification validates your proficiency with Microsoft
Office programs, demonstrating that you can meet
globally recognized performance standards. Hands-on
experience with the technology is required to
successfully pass Microsoft Certification exams.

Exploring Microsoft Excel 2000 with VBA
Here's the book you need to prepare for the seven
MOUS exams employers are demanding the
most--Word 2002 Core, Word 2002 Expert, Excel 2002
Core, Excel 2002 Expert, PowerPoint 2002 Core,
Outlook 2002 Core, and Access 2002 Core. * In-depth
coverage of official exam objectives * Clear
explanations of complex Office tasks * Practical
examples and detailed instructions Authoritative
coverage of all exam objectives, including: Word Core
and Expert Inserting and Modifying Text Creating and
Modifying Paragraphs and Tables Formatting and
Managing Documents Creating and Modifying
Graphics Using Mail Merge Excel Core and Expert
Working with Cells and Cell Data Managing and
Modifying Workbooks Creating and Revising Formulas
Importing and Exporting Data Analyzing and
Summarizing Data PowerPoint Core Creating and
Modifying a Presentation Inserting and Modifying Text
and Visual Elements Working with Data from Other
Sources Managing and Delivering Presentations
Workgroup Collaboration Access Core Creating and
Using Databases and Tables Creating and Modifying
Queries Creating and Modifying Forms Defining
Relationships Producing Reports Outlook Core
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Creating and Viewing Messages Scheduling Managing
Messages Creating and Managing Contacts, Tasks,
and Notes

Business Statistics Study Guide
The most complete guide available to help
professionals sharpen their accounting and business
skills. This unique reference features a logically
structured framework that details accounting
practices step-by-step, as well as all the newest
innovations in the field.

Applied Mathematics for the Managerial,
Life, and Social Sciences
Measurement and Evaluation in Human
Performance,Fourth Edition, introduces students to
tests and measurements as well as statistical decision
making and interpretation with regard to human
performance problems in the areas of kinesiology,
physical education, health, and fitness.

IC3: Internet and Computing Core
Certification Global Standard 4 Study
Guide
This study guide provides the student with significant
supplementary study materials. It contains an outline,
review and list of formulas each text chapter, sample
exercises with step-by-step solutions, exercises with
answers, and a series of self-testing questions with
answers. The Study Guide may be purchased at a
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special price when bundled with the textbook.

Excel 2013: The Missing Manual
The book contains: coverage of five major topic areas
in the NSW School Certificate test Energy, Force and
Motion Atoms, Elements and Compounds Structure
and Function of Liv ing Things Earth and Space
Ecosystems, Resources and T echnology a chapter on
Investigations and Problem Solving in Sc ience to help
with practical skills revision questions and chap ter
tests to help you remember important information a
glossary and summary in each section of the book
diagrams and illustrat ions to help your understanding
a section to help you prepare f or the School
Certificate test a sample School Certificate test paper
with answers answers to all questions

Excel Science Study Guide Years 9-10
Measuring the User Experience provides the first
single source of practical information to enable
usability professionals and product developers to
effectively measure the usability of any product by
choosing the right metric, applying it, and effectively
using the information it reveals. Authors Tullis and
Albert organize dozens of metrics into six categories:
performance, issues-based, self-reported, web
navigation, derived, and behavioral/physiological.
They explore each metric, considering best methods
for collecting, analyzing, and presenting the data.
They provide step-by-step guidance for measuring the
usability of any type of product using any type of
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technology. This book is recommended for usability
professionals, developers, programmers, information
architects, interaction designers, market researchers,
and students in an HCI or HFE program. • Presents
criteria for selecting the most appropriate metric for
every case • Takes a product and technology neutral
approach • Presents in-depth case studies to show
how organizations have successfully used the metrics
and the information they revealed

Contemp Business Stats Sg
Written with the needs of dyslexic students in further
and higher education in mind, this book will motivate,
inspire, and guide you through your studies. It is set
out in an accessible format and includes a CD packed
with tools and resources to help you plan your work,
improve your skills, and boost your confidence.

Study Guide to Accompany Integrative
Statistics for the Social and Behavioral
Sciences
If you want to validate your skills as a Human
Resources profession, you need to earn your PHR or
SPHR certification. This guide will help you prepare for
the 2012 exams, covering the key functional areas
with which you need to be familiar.

Excel HSC Mathematics General 2
Qualified SharePoint administrators are in demand,
and what better way to show your expertise in this
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growing field than with Microsoft's new MCTS:
Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007,
Configuration certification. Inside, find everything you
need to prepare for exam 70-630, including full
coverage of exam topics—such as configuring content
management, managing business intelligence, and
more—as well as challenging review questions, realworld scenarios, practical exercises, and a CD with
advanced testing software. For Instructors: Teaching
supplements are available for this title.

Measurement and Evaluation in Human
Performance
Hands-on IC3 prep, with expert instruction and loads
of tools IC3: Internet and Computing Core Certification
Global Standard 4 Study Guide is the ideal all-in-one
resource for those preparing to take the exam for the
internationally-recognized IT computing fundamentals
credential. Designed to help candidates pinpoint weak
areas while there's still time to brush up, this book
provides one hundred percent coverage of the exam
objectives for all three modules of the IC3-GS4 exam.
Readers will find clear, concise information, hands-on
examples, and self-paced exercises that demonstrate
how to perform critical tasks. This useful guide
includes access to a robust set of learning tools,
including chapter review questions, a practice test
environment, electronic flashcards, and author videos
that explain complex topics. The certification consists
of three separate exams: Computing Fundamentals,
Key Applications, and Living Online. Candidates are
given fifty minutes to answer forty-five questions, so
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rapid recall and deep understanding are critical to
success. IC3: Internet and Computing Core
Certification Global Standard 4 Study Guide provides
expert instruction on everything candidates need to
know, including hardware, software, networking, and
more. Review operating system basics and common
application features Understand troubleshooting and
safe computing Learn basic word processing,
spreadsheet, presentation, and database activities
Study networking concepts, digital communication,
and research fluency The exam includes both multiple
choice and performance-based questions, and this
guide provides plenty of both so candidates can get
comfortable with both material and format. More than
just a memorization tool, this book helps exam
candidates understand the material on a fundamental
level, giving them a greater chance of success than
just going it alone. For the IC3 candidate who's
serious about certification, IC3: Internet and
Computing Core Certification Global Standard 4 Study
Guide is the complete, hands-on exam prep guide.

AWS Certified SysOps Administrator
Official Study Guide
Take your students into the next millennium with the
new Exploring Microsoft Office 2000 Professional
series. Grauer and Barber's long established hands-on
approach and conceptual framework helps students
master important concepts as well as the newest
features of the powerful office 2000 environment.

Managerial Accounting
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Comprehensive, interactive exam preparation and so
much more The AWS Certified SysOps Administrator
Official Study Guide: Associate Exam is a
comprehensive exam preparation resource. This book
bridges the gap between exam preparation and realworld readiness, covering exam objectives while
guiding you through hands-on exercises based on
situations you'll likely encounter as an AWS Certified
SysOps Administrator. From deployment,
management, and operations to migration, data flow,
cost control, and beyond, this guide will help you
internalize the processes and best practices
associated with AWS. The Sybex interactive online
study environment gives you access to invaluable
preparation aids, including an assessment test that
helps you focus your study on areas most in need of
review, and chapter tests to help you gauge your
mastery of the material. Electronic flashcards make it
easy to study anytime, anywhere, and a bonus
practice exam gives you a sneak preview so you know
what to expect on exam day. Cloud computing offers
businesses a cost-effective, instantly scalable IT
infrastructure. The AWS Certified SysOps
Administrator - Associate credential shows that you
have technical expertise in deployment,
management, and operations on AWS. Study exam
objectives Gain practical experience with hands-on
exercises Apply your skills to real-world scenarios
Test your understanding with challenging review
questions Earning your AWS Certification is much
more than just passing an exam—you must be able to
perform the duties expected of an AWS Certified
SysOps Administrator in a real-world setting. This
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book does more than coach you through the test: it
trains you in the tools, procedures, and thought
processes to get the job done well. If you're serious
about validating your expertise and working at a
higher level, the AWS Certified SysOps Administrator
Official Study Guide: Associate Exam is the resource
you've been seeking.

Accounting Principles, Study Guide
Volume 2
For any course teaching application software using
Microsoft Office 2000 applications, this title offers a
hands-on approach and conceptual framework so that
students can master important concepts, as well as
the features of the powerful new Office 2000
applications.

Study Skills for Dyslexic Students
MOS 2016 Study Guide for Microsoft
Excel
The study guide contains summaries of chapters, and
exercises and problems with their answers.

Applied Equity Analysis and Portfolio
Management
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